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Air Force in Review

B-1B Lancer

BOMBER UPGRADE

NEW LEADERSHIP
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In July, Frank Kendall was sworn
in as the 26th secretary of the Air
Force — a role that places him in
charge of organizational operations for both the U.S. Air and Space
forces. A graduate of West Point,
Kendall served for 11 years as an
active-duty Army officer before
taking on civilian roles in industry,
defense acquisition and national
security. In a statement, Kendall said
he was “honored and humbled” by
the new Air Force role and that he
would be “totally focused on ensuring that our Air and Space forces can
fulfill their missions to defend the
nation against our most challenging
threats today and into the future.”

Seventeen planes from the U.S.
Air Force’s B-1B fleet were retired
this year, leaving only 45 B-1B
Lancers in active service. The
divestiture of the planes — many
of which had been in service for
more than 20 years — is a critical
step in preparing for the arrival of
the Air Force’s new, forthcoming
B-21 fleet. “Beginning to retire
these legacy bombers allows
us to pave the way for the B-21
Raider,” Brig. Gen Kenyon Bell,
Air Force Global Strike Command
director of logistics and engineering, said in a release. The new B21s, set to debut in January 2022,
are long-range stealth bombers
capable of delivering both nuclear
and conventional munitions.

SENIOR AIRMAN ALAN RICKER/U.S. AIR FORCE

CLAY CUPIT/U.S. AIR FORCE
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Keith
Tickle

SUPPORTING DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
In December 2020, the Air Force established a new Office of
Diversity and Inclusion. However, by October, the office had been
rebranded as the Office of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility (DEIA) to better reflect the agency’s broader goals and
mission. “The Air Force is pursuing diversity as a mission imperative,” Keith Tickle, DEIA program lead, said in a press release.
Tickle added, “Regardless of our acronym or name, our mission
will remain the same: removing all barriers to ensure that all of our
airmen, regardless of military or civilian status, can achieve and
succeed.”
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AUTONOMOUS FLIGHT

EVACUATION FROM AFGHANISTAN

Air Force rescue personnel played pivotal roles in the U.S. military’s Noncombatant
Evacuation Operations in Afghanistan in the weeks leading up to and immediately
after the Taliban’s re-establishment of control there. As a key evacuation point,
Ramstein Air Base in Germany processed more than 35,000 Afghan travelers over
the span of just a few days. The Air Force estimated approximately 124,000 people
— including 6,000 Americans — had been evacuated from Afghanistan with military
support by late September.
U.S. AIR FORCE

The U.S. Air Force successfully tested its Skyborg autonomy core
system (ACS) on board a Kratos UTAP-22 unmanned vehicle at
Tyndall Air Force Base in Florida in April. The two-hour “Milestone
1” flight test illustrated the ACS system’s ability to operate safely
and adhere to coordinated, on-the-ground navigational commands. The test was a successful step in U.S. military efforts to
further develop and improve the nation’s fleet of autonomous attritable — a military-specific term given to designs that are lowercost, unmanned and reusable — aircraft.
— Robin Roenker
AIRMAN 1ST CLASS SOLOMON COOK/U.S. AIR FORCE

